
Car park

To Nice City Center 

To 
Saint-Laurent-du-Var

PROMENADE DES ANGLAIS

Ferber car park
331 Promenade des Anglais
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BEST PRACTICE CHARTER



Reserved spaces 
75 spaces are available for tourist coaches. 
Light-weight vehicles belonging to those accompanying or 
driving the heavy goods vehicles and coaches are permitted to  
park only in the space reserved for their own commercial heavy 
goods vehicle or coach.

Special rates(*) 
 3,10 e per hour
 32 e per 24 hours
 16 e per 24 hours during Carnival
 327 e per month (monthly pass)
 32 e per month (reduced monthly rate for coaches and

 commercial vehicles belonging to non-profit
 organisations taking part directly in public service  

missions in some fields)

On-site payment to attendant, except passes 
(for information call 04 93 13 35 91)

24 hours supervised opening
The car park is open 24 hours a day and supervised around the clock 
(dog handler at night).

Getting into the city centre
Bus lines n° 9-10-23-N4 (noctambus)
Vélos bleus bicycles : 04 93 72 06 06
Taxis

The City of Nice, in close collaboration with the Nice Côte d’Azur Hotels 
Association, the National Federation of Passenger Transportation, and 
the Convention and Visitors Bureau of Nice, has set out a best practice 
charter for tourist coach drivers.

Why this charter?
 To reduce noise and atmospheric pollution
 To limit inconvenience caused to local residents and car drivers
 To reduce risks to pedestrians, cyclists and motorised vehicles
 To ensure quality of life and well-being for all

Action to be taken by the eco-responsible drivers:

Everything you do counts, we are counting on you.
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3.  Do not park (even temporarily) anywhere 
that may cause an accident

2.  Once your passengers and their luggage  
have been dropped off, park in the specially 
adapted Ferber car park on the way  
into the city

1.  Switch off your coach’s engine while  
dropping off tourists and their luggage
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How to park at the Ferber car parkBest practice charter
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